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Introduction. Market principles usage in the goods assortment formation connects with implementation systematic approach to enterprises with defined goals and objectives. In order to compile the optimal list of goods, it is necessary systematically to collect and analyze data on the consumers’ needs structure, challenging production, financial and personnel enterprise needs. The most important meaning is in information that provides valid answers to questions about how to produce and how to achieve the required efficiency. If earlier only prices were compared, but now the main focus is on quality, market novelty, advertising, after-sales service level etc. Therefore, the advantage on the market has the one who can offer the most competitive product with a certain set of services.

Production program or plan for production and sales is an important part of the enterprise current plan. It determines the necessary production overall during the planned period, which corresponds for the range, assortment and quality requirements to the sales targets. It also stipulates the task of implementing into operation new production facilities, the need for equipment and raw material resources, the number of personnel, transport, etc. Therefore, in order to ensure the enterprise competitiveness and effective activity it is necessary constantly to improve the production program formation model.

Recent researches and publications analysis. Industrial enterprises tasks of industrial activity planning economic-mathematical models are studied and described in many research papers. So the paper [1] presents the concept and algorithm of the complex production program development and implementation. Efficiency estimates of the product range management system on the bakery market are presented in paper [2]. Financial results and practical recommendations for enterprise efficiency improving are investigated and provided in the paper [3]. Production program optimization as a part of the dynamic system of the enterprise activity planning was carried out in research paper [4]. The process of forming an enterprise's production program is considered and mathematical model for estimating the level of environmental uncertainty is proposed in the publication [5].

Enterprise production program planning system using economic and mathematical methods and models is proposed in research paper [6]. The article [7] substantiates the necessity and expediency of the production program fuzzy linear optimization model with flexible restrictions of production resources. Complex analysis was carried out and some methods of forming an effective goods assortment were proposed in the paper [8]. Kigel V.R. in paper [9] developed production program formation models based on the analysis system; mathematical modeling and optimization of business entities using mathematical methods for making economic decisions in a market economy. Basic modeling principles and applications examples for solving management problems in the Microsoft Excel environment are described in the book [10].

Despite a large number of scientific publications on the chosen topic enterprise's production program formation economic-mathematical model needs further improvement.
**Problem statement.** The paper purpose is economic-mathematical model development and implementation for optimization the enterprise's production program goods assortment formation.

**Basic materials and results.** The bread baking industry is one of the leading branches of the food industry in Ukraine. It is intended for continued bread production, bakery and other flour products in the amount that corresponds to the food supply security norms. Due to the products short term storage bread market has a local character.

Bread and bakery products traditionally occupy a special place in the domestic consumption structure, as these products in Ukraine account for up to 40% of the total caloric content of the population food ration. As a matter of fact, therefore, the production of bread and bakery products can be attributed to the economy strategic sectors in our country, as not only food but also national security of the country depends on the baking enterprises activity efficiency.

The bread baking market is developing, goods assortment is expanding, new tasks arise, therefore, it requires constant research. During recent years overall production have been decreasing, what is related to the consumption reduction, the demographic situation in the country and overall bread baking increase in small bakeries, unprofitable enterprises closure. 2010-2016 statistical data analysis display a tendency to decrease the bread and bakery products overall production bigger by half.

The modern structure of the Ukrainian bakery market is 75% represented by medium and large industrial enterprises, and 25% is formed by consumer co-operation enterprises and petty private sector.

Poltava region bread market analysis has shown a tendency to decrease the production overall during recent years, while the food industry has a tendency to increase. Bakery products production per capita has significantly decreased. Consumers’ desire to a healthy lifestyle gives preference to producers of bakery products with useful additive. Despite the fact that, according to statistical information, bread and bakery products market is reduced in actual measurements, it continues to grow due to the demand for more expensive and quality products. Bread baking enterprises are forced constantly to expand the range and modernize production facilities for effectual operating on the market.

Kotelevskyi district consumer cooperation bread baking enterprises produce a wide range of sourdough bakery and confectionery products according to State Standards of Ukraine (GOST, DSTU) and national and own recipes. One of the main bakery producers in the area is the Bakery "Korovai" of Kotelevskyi District Consumer Society.

Sales revenue constant growth rates for the amount of expended money affect not only the overall sales, but also the prices for the purchase of raw materials and finished products sales, as well as the term for the calculation of raw materials and time of payment for finished products. If the prices for raw materials, energy and materials grow faster than the prices for finished products, the production profitability falls.

Optimal product range formation needs to be done taking into account the prospects of enterprise development. The developed model should reflect, on the one hand, the needs of consumers of a certain segment of the market, and on the other hand, provide the most effective enterprise raw materials, technological, financial and labor resources usage. The main task of the enterprise's production program is to maximize the satisfaction of consumers' needs for quality products, with the optimal use of its resources and maximizing profits. In order to solve a task while developing a production program, the following requirements should be taken into account:

1) the correct definition of the production overall, according to the consumers demand;
2) natural and cost indicators of production overall and sales of products full harmonization;
3) plan distinct substantiation for the resource production and first of all the production capacity.

One of the ways to ensure the efficient operation of the bakery enterprises is to use modern information technology and economic-mathematical models to substantiate management decisions, in particular, regarding the formation of an enterprise's production program. Individual products production overall is substantiate by the production capacity. At the level of the industrial enterprise, specification is ensured by the demand of consumers and available economic contracts according to the products stock list. During the program development, there are internal production disproportions in the equipment loading, the ways of their elimination are determined, as well as measures to expand the specialization and production cooperation.

Production program planning is carried out in accordance with natural and cost indicators production overall system. The natural indicators are the production overall in physical units (pieces, tons) in the stock list and assortment (types of products within the given stock list). The significance of these indicators in the market environment is increasing as they provide an opportunity to assess consumers' satisfaction degree of needs in certain products, taking into account their qualitative characteristics.
One of the most important stages in the production program development is the definition of resource requirements, which is calculated on the basis of the direct calculation method according to the specific norms of their production cost. Production program optimization is carried out in order to:

1) products stock list rational structure planning;
2) maximum possible production overall and stepping-up production economic limit determination.

Optimal production program must match the enterprise resources structure and ensure the best result of its activities according to the accepted criteria. The formulated optimization problem is solved by economic-mathematical modeling methods.

The whole range of works aimed at stock list products optimization is carried out according to the following algorithm:
- studying the optimization object, in particular, the structure of the various features range (type, purpose, consumers' gender and age, price, etc.);
- internal (industrial) and external (demand) production limitations analysis;
- assortment formation model development and substantiation.

Target function can be revenue, profit, sales, etc. During the assortment formation the following restrictions may be established:
- ratio of labour to output;
- material, energy and labour resources;
- products demand;
- competitiveness level of products;
- products life cycle etc.

The main tasks during the research the products stock list and assortment are the following:
- optimization of the stock list and assortment taking into account consumer characteristics and production technology features;
- renewal of the products in a whole and by individual types taking into account the products life cycle;
- the optimal ratio of new and "old" products in the program;
- optimal ratio of new and existing markets;
- product renewal level; in other words products output with market novelty;
- products phase out that have lost market positions.

An important part of the enterprise current plan is a production program or production plan and products marketing. The production program determines the required production overall during the planned period, which corresponds to the range, assortment and quality requirements of the sales plan. Bakery «Korovai» assortment products includes 37 bakery products range. The demand structure for bakery products among consumers is presented in Fig. 1.

**Figure 1. Demand structure for «Korovai» bakery products**
According to the data analysis results, it is determined that bread «Formovyi», «Podovyi Zhytnii» and «Podovy» are in great demand among consumers, which sales exceed 5%. In order to determine the optimal range of bakery products that will provide the bakery at the same cost with maximum revenue, enterprise production program optimization model is used [9].

To ensure the continued production process the company maintains a certain amount of resource stocks. Also it is known consumption norms of each type of raw material per unit of each product, the minimum and maximum amount of production resource batch that can be purchased, the cost of purchasing additional productive resources. Delivery of raw materials, according to the contract, takes place once a week. According to statistical data, the average demand for products per week is calculated. Consequently, it is necessary to develop an optimal production program for the bread baking production in order to obtain the maximum income from the sale of all manufactured products.

The need to purchase additional raw materials is determined by the ratio of prices for productive resources and manufactured products. The quantity of manufactured products depends on the existing demand and for popular types of bread there is a limit for the minimum quantity.

Deterministic economic mathematical model problem of determining optimal production program is the following:

$$
\begin{align*}
\max \quad & z = \sum_{j=1}^{n} p_j \cdot x_j - \sum_{i=1}^{m} v_i \cdot q_i \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_{ij} x_j - y_i = 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, m \\
& y_i - v_i = b_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, m \\
& x_j^{\min} \leq x_j \leq x_j^{\max}, \quad j = 1, \ldots, n \\
& y_i^{\min} \leq y_i \leq y_i^{\max}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, m \\
& v_i^{\min} \leq v_i \leq v_i^{\max}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, m
\end{align*}
$$

(1)

This model known quantity is: $n$ – products items quantity (goods or service), which can be produced by the enterprise; $j$ – certain products item number ($j = 1, \ldots, n$); $m$ – operating resources types quantity; $i$ – certain operating resource type number ($i = 1, \ldots, m$); $a_{ij}$ – $i$-operating resource standard expense allowance for $j$-type goods production; $b_i$ – actual operating resources $i$-type overall; $x_j^{\min}, x_j^{\max}$ – appropriate upper and lower production overall limits of $j$-type products; $y_i^{\min}, y_i^{\max}$ – appropriate upper and lower production usage limits of $i$-types resource; $v_i^{\min}, v_i^{\max}$ – appropriate upper and lower limits of purchasing additional $i$-type operating resources overall.

Unknown quantity (controlled parameter) is: $x_j$ – production overall and $j$-type; $y_i$ – $i$-resource productive consumption overall; $v_i$ – $i$-type productive resources purchasing overall; $z$ – total enterprise income. Model uncontrolled parameters: $p_j$ ($j$-type production unit market price) and $q_i$ ($i$-type operating resource unit market price) in deterministic model are constants during certain period.

Target function is the maximum enterprise total income, which is calculated as the difference between the value of sold products and the cost of purchased additional raw materials.

Controlled parameters points are determined by the following restrictions:
- raw material costs do not exceed total stocks;
- the purchase indicator is a binary number;
- the quantity of purchase is not less than the minimum purchase batch and does not exceed the maximum batch of raw materials transportation;
- the quantity of manufactured products is an integral number;
- the production plan should not exceed the average demand for the goods in a week;
- the quantity of manufactured products is an integer;
- production taking into account the existing demand for bread: «Formovyi» $\geq 200$, «Podovyi zhytni» $\geq 100$, «Podovy» $\geq 80$, «Simeinyi» $\geq 50$ pieces.
Economic mathematical model is performed using the application MS Excel «Poisk resheniya». The results are shown in Fig. 2 – 4.

The enterprise provides raw materials purchases once a week. Suppliers of raw materials to the enterprise can be divided into three groups. The first one is the bakery buys flour from not more than 1 ton per week.

**Figure 2. Simulation results in Microsoft Excel**
The second group supplies yeast, fats (oil, margarine), salt, vegetables, garlic not more than 150 kg per week. Third are the suppliers of fruit paste, poppy seeds, sugar, fruit, cheese, raisins in an amount not greater than 200 kg per week. According to the received modeling data, the company must purchase the maximum amount of raw materials under the contract with the supplier of flour, in the second group of suppliers, respectively, 30 kg, and the third group – 172 kg of raw materials. Taking into account stocks of raw materials that were at the enterprise in the current period, the optimal production plan for the bakery products manufacturing was calculated. So, it is necessary to buy raw materials in the following quantities: flour 1 ton, salt 30 kg, fruit paste 23 kg, sugar 110 kg, cheese 20 kg, raisins 20 kg.

The total enterprise production per week is equal to 1756 kg of product according to the information received by the bakery producing 1691 kg per week (bakery production capacity – 1900 kg) makes economic
sense. After implementation of the developed production program, the enterprise will receive profit taking into account the existing stocks in the amount of 44794,99 UAH, which is 6% higher than the current level.

While analyzing the production assortment, products that were not expedient to produce (baguette, loaf «Hirchychny», wreath with poppy, pita bread, poppy roll, and bread «Zhymnii osoblyvyi», «Borodinsky» and «Simeinyy Podovyir») were determined. These products should be either eliminated from production or its baking formula should be improved. Thus, a certain reduction in production will increase the profit of the bakery by optimizing the product range.

Conclusions. The result of the study is the development and implementation of an economic-mathematical model for optimizing the range of products. It allows managing the process of formation expenses and income redistribution through the range in favor of more profitable products on the basis of consumer demand. The analysis made possible to identify specific products share of total sales and distribute them according to the level of profitability. Products stock list management from the balance standpoint provides quality managing decision regarding the development strategy while creating production program. It also minimizes risks, provides a balanced growth of the company, and identifies priority business areas. It will increase the bakery competitiveness and profit. The developed model can be used in modern economic conditions during the formation of production programs of bakery enterprises.
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